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In the preparation of the CenPEG Report on the Philippines' first nationwide automated elections of May
2010, Project 30-30 has drawn extensively on a wide range of sources of information, from first-hand
interviews of key informants, to published scientific studies and online literature, solicited documents,
databanks of different offices and organizations to data passed on by people from varied walks of life who
volunteered their time and resources to text, email, phone in, fax or deliver through varied channels their
gathered pieces of information and helped validate these for use of Project 30-30 study.

At the core of the preparation of the CenPEG Report are the indefatigable members of the Project research
team, namely, Rodelyn Manalac, Nadja Castillo, Ayi dela Cruz, Rosa Castillo who was at the crucial
beginning of the study, Jaime Hernandez and AJ Tolentino who led the data gathering and monitoring with
admirable efficiency and dispatch under the guidance of research consultants, Professors Bobby Tuazon,
Felix Muga II, Pablo Manalastas, Lito Averia and Evi-ta L. Jimenez, who is also the project director and
coordinator.

Providing the sustained and invaluable IT expert advice are Dr. Manalastas of the University of the
Philippines and Ateneo de Manila Computer Science departments who consistently coaches and heads the
judges' panel for national computer programming competitions here and abroad, and Mr Averia, president
of the Philippine Computer Emergency Response Team and an expert in cybercrime busting. Pablo and Lito
continue to be an inseparable pair in Project 30-30, one is known as THE accuracy expert, the other as THE
security expert, although either one of them can be both at the same time anywhere.

Ably assisting the team at the height of the elections were the project coordinators of the different regional
centers, namely, Badet of Bicol, Ever of Central Luzon, Joanne of Ilocos-La Union, Ani of Cordillera, Alpha of
Southern Tagalog; Chris of Central Visayas, Geobelyn of Iloilo-Panay, Nary Grace of Eastern Visayas, May
and Alejandro of Negros; Raymond of Northern Mindanao, Francine of Davao; Maris of Western Mindanao,
and Karlgen of Caraga, Mindanao. Most of them were veterans of past manual elections and were part of the
training teams that provided orientation to hundreds of citizens' groups regarding the new system of
elections and effectively linked up with other local poll watchers and monitors.

This year's batch of the Volunteer Integration Program (VIP) from the Political Science Program of UP
Manila (with two others from UP Los Banos) were also of great assistance, they who in the summer of 2010
painstakingly grappled with the voluminous data and correspondence online for 24 hours of shifting inside
the Project 30-30 center and reducing them to some order under the supervision of the research team. Also
adding to the project 30-30 body of knowledge was the UP Geography department under Profs. Trina
Listanco and Trina Isorena who worked out the GIS maps with their students based on the data gathered
from the field since 2009.

Designing and developing the “face” of the Project 30-30 websites where data are uploaded each day and
much of which have been used in this Report are the young creative techies BrianTanseng for aeswatch.org
and Fidel dela Torre for eu-cenpeg.com networking with the community of election bloggers called Citizens
Election Monitoring Group.

To all of them, Project 30-30 is extremely grateful.

When the going was rough and data about the PCOS, source code, contracts, etc. were not being made
available, Project 30-30 received a lot of inspiration, encouragement and support, not to mention important
information from innumerable people and groups, notably from AES Watch, among them: Alfredo Pascual,
president of UP Alumni Association; Bishop Broderick Pabillo and Edil Guyano of the National Secretariat of
Social Action (Nassa-CBCP); Nelson Celis and Toti Casino of the Philippine Computer Society; Gus Lagman
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of Transparent Elections.org, Mano Alcuaz, Ernie del Rosario, Christian Monsod of Namfrel and Lente;
Sherwin Ona, Allan Borra, Rachel Roxas of De La Salle University; Jun Lozada, Mother Mary John Mananzan
and the Association of Major Religious Superiors; Bishop Deogracias Iniguez of the Commission on Public
Affairs of the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines; Fr. Rex Reyes of the National Council of
Churches in the Philippines which spearheaded the Philippine International Observers Mission; Fr. Joe
Dizon of Solidarity Philippines; Healing Democracy in Lanao del Sur; Ernie Ordonez of Agri Watch; the
National Movement for Free Elections; Bettina Legarda, Atty. Harry Roque and the Concerned Citizens
Movement.

In all honesty and humility, the CenPEG Report could not have been completed without their generous
help and support.

In addition, special mention goes to the different political parties and party list groups of varying
persuasions and affiliations which never tire of sending their key representatives to workshops and
meetings called by CenPEG and AES Watch for purposes of study and sharing of information and plans. This
is also not to forget the rest of the multitude of “info providers and advocates for transparent elections”
especially those who preferred to remain anonymous for various reasons – the countless informants –
election inspectors, canvassers, voters and technicians, the media and other watchdogs who have allowed
CenPEG researchers to interview them for the study.

Because the process of data gathering and compilation was a constant struggle and balancing act, no
amount of gratitude can suffice for the legal services, pro bono, of volunteer lawyers, highly esteemed in
their field, namely Aquilino “Koko” Pimentel and Pancho Joaquin who steered CenPEG's first legal case (on
the election source code) in the Supreme Court to victory and CenPEG Board member Cleto Villacorta who
provided the legal framework for the Report. Other lawyers, even if they came just lately, to join the
continuing fight to gain access to vital election documents still denied by the Comelec are worth mentioning
too, namely : Luigi Gana, Felix Carao, Jr., Vicky Loanzo, and Al Vitangcol.

Although not a formal part of the study, Project 30-30 thanks the media –notably the Philippine Daily
Inquirer, Daily Tribune, Philippine Star, and Business World (particularly columnist Rene Azurin) for
highlighting support to CenPEG and AES Watch's call for disclosure of public election documents and the
formation of an independent and impartial body to review and assess the automated election system. The
same goes to business groups and individual business people who may not wish to be mentioned but were
similarly active in supporting this call.

As the Report went to print, the papers contained herewith, continued to be reviewed after going through
extensive discussions and debates. For their helpful final comments and validation, much appreciation goes
to the Project 30-30 editorial board, namely Professors Bobby Tuazon, Felix Muga II, Temario Rivera, Atty
Villacorta and Ms. Jimenez who also directed and coordinated all aspects of the project with the assistance of
the Project 30-30 administrative staff. But much of the credit in the final outcome of the Report goes to Prof.
Tuazon, as the firm and patient editor who wrote and organized some parts of the report, read and
commented on the minutest detail of the papers; and to Mr. dela Torre for the technical production. The
editorial board of course remains solely responsible for all lingering errors, as well as for the general and
specific arguments and debates made in the final text of the Report.

And last but not the least, CenPEG with its Board of Directors and partners reserve their most profuse
appreciation to the European Union Delegation to the Philippines with its European Instrument for
Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) that became an effective instrument in the Philippines to promote
democratic reforms and human rights, in particular for strengthening the role of NGOs and civil society in
consolidating political participation and representation in the May 2010 elections through Project 30-30.
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